Mass spectrometry and immunoassay: how to measure steroid hormones today and tomorrow
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Summary

The recent onslaught of mass spectrometry (MS) to measurements of steroid hormones, including demands that they should be the only acceptable method, has confused clinicians and scientists who have relied for more than 40 years on a variety of immunoassay (IA) methods in steroid hormone measurements. There is little doubt that MS methods with their superior specificity will be the future method of choice in many clinical and research applications of steroid hormone measurement. However, the majority of steroid measurements are currently, and will continue to be, carried out using various types of IAs for several reasons, including their technical ease, cost and availability of commercial reagents. Speedy replacement of all IAs with MS is an unrealistic and unnecessary goal, because the availability of MS measurements is limited by cost, need of expensive equipment, technical demands and lack of commercial applications. Furthermore, IAs have multiple well-known advantages that vindicate their continuing use. The purpose of this article is to elucidate the advantages and limitations of the MS and IA techniques from two angles, i.e. promotion of MS and defence of IA. The purpose of the text is to give the reader an unbiased view about the current state and future trends of steroid analysis and to help him/her choose the correct assay method to serve his/her diagnostic and research needs.

Mass spectrometry provides the best approach for steroid measurement (Angela E Taylor and Brian Keevil)

Introduction

‘Start with what is right rather than what is acceptable’.– Franz Kafka

As early as the 1930s, steroids were investigated using mass spectrometry (MS) (1). In the 1960s, gas chromatography–MS (GC–MS) was advanced enough to investigate steroid metabolism and urinary steroid profiles were defined including androgen and cortisol metabolites (2, 3). From the 1980s to 1990s, introduction of the quadrupole mass analyser, HPLC and reliable sample extraction techniques allowed more sensitive steroid assays to be developed (4).

GC–MS remains unrivaled for the unequivocal identification of nearly all steroid metabolic disorders (5) and has contributed greatly to our current knowledge on inborn errors of steroid metabolism. Urinary steroid profiling by GC–MS is an ideal steroid metabolic tool which still leads to discoveries of novel steroids, even for such well characterised conditions as 21-hydroxylase deficiency (6).

Liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) is much simpler to use in routine laboratories than GC–MS because of shorter sample preparation methods (the analytes do not need derivatising in order...
to make them volatile in the gas phase). Despite the increased complexity of sample preparation, it is recognised that GC–MS still has an important part to play in determining the steroid metabolome, but for the routine determination of individual or panels of steroids LC–MS/MS is now the method of choice for use in the clinical laboratory, while in research laboratories the combination of GC–MS and LC–MS/MS provides a cutting-edge research tool for endocrinology. It is therefore not correct to think of MS as the ‘new guy’ in steroid analysis, as there is a wealth of research available looking at panels of steroids for more than 50 years.

Being developed in parallel to MS were immunoassays (IA), and it was IA that was widely adopted as the method of choice for steroid analysis in clinical chemistry laboratories because of its sensitivity, cost and simplicity. However, problems associated with this technique are well known. They include cross reactivity with similar analytes, standardisation issues between labs and sensitivity issues (7). It is now recognised that performance of some IA techniques may be suboptimal, this recently prompted a recommendation from the editors of Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism to avoid using such assays and instead use MS for the measurement of sex steroids (8). This sparked a vigorous debate which resulted in the Endocrine Society Council establishing a ‘Sex Steroid Assays Reporting Task Force’. Whilst originally focussing on sex steroid assays it became evident that other steroid assays also suffered from poor performance (9). The task force, reporting recently, recommended necessary performance criteria that should be met for any method that is used in clinical and non-clinical studies. Although recommendations have fallen short of making LC–MS/MS mandatory for steroid analysis it was recognized that high quality well validated assays are required to improve the quality of work (10). Improving the quality of assays by making them traceable to a certified standard has already become obsolete for steroid analysis and high throughput LC–MS/MS will become the method of choice in both the clinical chemistry and research laboratories.

**GC–MS and LC–MS/MS basic principles**

GC/MS permits separation of liquid analytes which are vapourised in the GC injector. These (now gaseous) steroids travel through the heated column and arrive at the mass spectrometer at different times due to differences in column liquid phase interactions. GC is widely used in steroid chemistry usually after chemical derivatisation of the steroids to increase the volatility and stability of the steroid which produces optimum sensitivity and chromatographic resolution (4). The method for steroid profiling by GC/MS has been developed over 40 years by Shackleton & Snodgrass (13), Sjövall (14) and others, and is the gold standard for urinary steroid profiling (15). GC–MS has been largely superseded in the past 10 years by LC–MS/MS due to improvements in HPLC systems and column design as well as the introduction of MS/MS. LC permits separation of a mixture of liquid analytes into separate analyte fractions. This is achieved with the use of a column packed with a stationary phase which retains the analytes.

Steroids are retained on the column stationary phase at differing degrees based on their polarity, increasing the polarity of the mobile phase elutes the steroids sequentially. MS offers positive compound identification to enable the unequivocal identification of a compound free from interference, thus enabling accurate quantification. In the case of GC–MS, this is achieved using a very long, typically >10 m, chromatography column to separate out interfering substances. In the case of LC–MS/MS, a much shorter, typically <20 cm chromatography column is used, but the specificity is augmented by the use of two quadrupole mass analysers. The molecular ion is selected in the first quadrupole after which molecular ion fragments, selectively formed in a collision cell, are selected using the second quadrupole. There are therefore three ways to gain increased specificity using LC–MS/MS and this is achieved with analytical run times of <10 min compared to the 30 min run times of GC–MS methods. This makes LC–MS/MS especially attractive for the fast turnaround times and high sample throughput
required in clinical laboratories. In addition, it is becoming standard practice to monitor a second qualifier fragment ion as a quality check, in order to improve the specificity of the technique even further and check for interfering compounds/matrix effects.

**LC–MS/MS method validation**

In both IA and MS, the key to good reproducible data is validation of assays. A full validation takes a few days to perform and system performance can be continuously monitored throughout the mass spectrometer’s lifetime. Validation of a LC–MS/MS assay requires investigation into a number of parameters such as selectivity, sensitivity, stability, reproducibility and matrix effects, which should be completed during method development for each steroid (16). Over the past decade, there have been huge improvements in the performance and reliability of MS equipment. The equipment is often portrayed as being difficult to use but this notion probably arises from the deficiencies in classical analytical skills which accompanied the move to greater laboratory automation. It is perfectly possible to run MS instruments in a busy routine laboratory; it is just a question of training and perhaps changing laboratory culture. In fact, all of the shift workers at the Clinical Chemistry department in the University Hospital of South Manchester can operate the MS instruments to a good standard. They are rotated through the MS section regularly to maintain skill levels and are capable of running MS assays during the weekend.

**Inter-assay performance by LC–MS/MS and IA**

Things are far from perfect in the world of MS. There are better LC–MS/MS methods and this has been shown in interlaboratory surveys for a number of steroids. This is because LC–MS/MS is a relatively recent introduction into clinical laboratories and some may struggle initially with the increased complexity. An important point to make is that it is generally sample preparation and not the MS measurement technique which is at fault. Better standardisation of sample clean up and chromatography conditions will improve results whereas with IA the differences between antibodies and kit formulations from different suppliers make assay standardisation difficult. LC–MS/MS methods can be improved by care and attention to detail whereas IAs need better antibodies. This is not so easy to achieve. Many laboratories find calibrators difficult to make and studies have shown that using the same calibration material can significantly improve inter-laboratory performance (17). This problem has already been solved for vitamin D assays by the introduction of commercially available calibrator sets and this is also thankfully now being addressed for steroids.

The enhanced specificity of LC–MS/MS should be compared to specificity problems with IA methods encountered since the move to perform ‘direct’ IA (without any extraction step) routinely on automated analysers. The extraction steps were discarded to streamline the process but the resultant direct methods, although convenient, could suffer significant interference from other steroids. For example, the most abundant serum steroid DHEAS (μM concentration) will interfere with IAs looking for low level androgens such as testosterone (<10 nM) (18). Before the introduction of large analyser systems, there was scope to change the kit supplier if the assay performed badly, but this is now virtually impossible because reagents are tied into the analyser and kits are not interchangeable between different manufacturer systems. In the early days of IA automation, it was not uncommon for laboratories to have several different analysers to cover the best available assays from each supplier. This is not possible due to financial and operational reasons and the only options now, if performance is dire, are to use alternative methods such as small niche IA analysers, ELISA or LC–MS/MS.

**Esoteric tests**

A significant drawback of IA is that tests are generally developed to fit a global market and generally for only high throughput assays for steroids such as cortisol, oestradiol (E2) and testosterone. Development programmes are driven by a combination of clinical demand and the ability to recoup development costs and generate profits in a reasonable time frame. Because of this, IA does not easily lend itself to the development of niche assays which are performed less frequently and in much smaller numbers. This includes the less commonly measured steroid assays such as 11-deoxycorticosterone, aldosterone, 17-hydroxy-progesterone (17OHP), DHEA and dihydrotestosterone (DHT) which are all readily measured using LC–MS/MS but are not available on main laboratory IA platforms. Market forces and economics can also intervene, and there is always the possibility of IA tests being withdrawn fairly abruptly from the market as was recently seen with the withdrawal of RIA methods for aldosterone.

The demand for niche assays will only increase as the results of metabolomics programmes generate new
candidate diagnostic markers which will need proper validation. The task of validating these new biomarkers will be ideally suited to the accuracy, precision and analytical flexibility provided by LC–MS/MS techniques, especially as many of the candidates will have been discovered using MS methods.

Multiplexing

Improved analytical performance aside, the great advantage that LC–MS/MS has over IA is the capability to simultaneously measure several different steroids to produce multiplexed test panels. Performing multiplexed analysis is often at no greater expense because the sample preparation and LC–MS/MS conditions are the same, whereas using IA one test at a time, adding in extra tests becomes more expensive. Some have advocated the analysis of completely unrelated steroids (19) but selective testing panels are becoming popular and have been developed to investigate different clinical conditions such as second tier testing of congenital adrenal hyperplasia to supplement newborn screening programmes (20, 21) and for the investigation of hypoadrenalism (22).

Commercially available kits have been developed for the measurement of steroid panels and one in particular claims to measure 12 steroids in two differently run panels, one for adrenal steroids and one for sex steroids, although there is some overlap between the two panels (www.Chromsystems.com). The introduction of easy-to-use kits will undoubtedly simplify the introduction and service delivery of LC–MS/MS in a routine laboratory.

In the last few years, LC–MS/MS has allowed a more thorough investigation of conditions such as PCOS and studies have shown that just measuring one analyte, total testosterone, is inadequate. For example, androstenedione is now thought to be just as important as testosterone in the assessment of PCOS (23), but androstenedione is not routinely available on main clinical chemistry analysers and the smaller niche IA analysers typically give results twice the concentration of those reported by LC–MS/MS methods (UK NEQAS, Birmingham Quality, Birmingham, UK, www.birminghamquality.org.uk). It has also been recently shown, using LC–MS/MS, that the testosterone to DHT ratio in PCOS subjects identifies an adverse metabolic phenotype (24). In an attempt to improve the workflow, the Manchester laboratory for the assessment of hirsute women has recently developed a simple method for the simultaneous measurement of female androgens including testosterone, androstenedione, 17OHP and DHEAS.

Commonly requested steroids

Cortisol ▶ Serum cortisol IA suffers with interference from cortisol precursors when patients are given metyrapone (25). Cortisol IAs also shows differing abilities to remove cortisol from cortisol binding globulin, as demonstrated by under recovery in female subjects taking the oral contraceptive pill (OCP) (26). In a recent survey, up to 33% of cortisol results were unreportable because of patients receiving prednisolone. Prednisolone, prednisone, cortisol and cortisone can all be selectively analysed by LC–MS/MS whereas there would be a significant amount of cross reactivity on an IA platform. From a practical standpoint, rapid MS assays for the routine measurement of serum cortisol are now available with the added benefit of identifying samples that show evidence of exogenous steroid use (27).

On the strength of this, we now measure all samples for serum cortisol by LC–MS/MS. In addition, the ingestion of commonly prescribed exogenous steroids can cause hypoadrenalism and lead to diagnostic problems when this is unknown to the physician, but using LC–MS/MS it is now possible to screen for these steroids (28). Salivary cortisol is a suitable alternative to urinary free cortisol for the investigation of hypercortisolism but many IAs struggle to measure cortisol at the lower concentrations found in saliva. Salivary cortisol is a useful surrogate for circulating free cortisol, but its concentration is determined both by serum free cortisol and parotid metabolism to cortisone. Salivary cortisone closely reflects free serum cortisol after adrenal stimulation and hydrocortisone (cortisol) administration, and is unaffected by changes in corticosteroid binding globulin. Salivary cortisone has potential as a useful surrogate for serum free cortisol in research and clinical assessment and may be a better marker than cortisol because of interference in cortisol measurement from exogenous hydrocortisone (29). This was further investigated by Raff (30) who also found that dramatically increased salivary cortisol value by IA could be caused by cortisol contamination. In these cases, contamination with topical hydrocortisone was suggested by a normal salivary cortisone concentration as measured by LC–MS/MS and a high cortisol-to-cortisone ratio (31).

Testosterone ▶ Despite the acknowledged superiority of LC–MS/MS for measuring female testosterone, there are still only a very small percentage of laboratories (18%) using this technology that participate in the UKNEQAS scheme. This shows just how popular IA still is despite its many limitations.
It has been known for many years that E₂ IA methods behave poorly for the measurement of samples from men, children and postmenopausal women. Achieving the necessary sensitivity using LC–MS/MS without resorting to complex derivatization methods has been a challenge but the discovery of using trace amounts of ammonium fluoride in the mobile phase has enabled the development of assays capable of measuring as low as 10 pmol/l, which is suitable for the vast majority of samples. However, we have still not reached the required sensitivity of 1 pg/ml advocated in the Endocrine Society position statement and because these methods require expensive high sensitivity MS instruments, it may be some time before they are used universally.

Vitamin D Laboratories are becoming inundated with vitamin D requests and whilst LC–MS/MS is still regarded as the best method available, there is real pressure to put these tests on IA platforms to save time and money. It is generally accepted that 25-hydroxy vitamin D₃ (25(OH)D₃) and 25(OH)D₂ should be reported together, and this is stipulated by the US Food and Drug Administration. Some IAs have differing cross reactivity with 25(OH)D₂ and this may cause problems where supplementation with 25(OH)D₂ is widespread. There is common agreement that 25-OHD is a difficult analyte. All IAs show high cross reactivity with 24,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (24,25(OH)₂D) which can be present in serum at concentrations of up to 12 nmol/l, and are likely to be more susceptible to variations in vitamin D binding protein concentrations. Although performance of IA is known to be variable between manufacturers and is poor below 20 nmol/l, in some cases it is accepted that some IAs are adequate for clinical use for concentrations above this. The consequences of systemic differences between 25-OHD IAs are not confined to clinical laboratories. Epidemiologic studies are an important source of normative 25-OHD data, but differences in methods used by national surveys have limited the extent to which results could be pooled.

MS in the research laboratory

While implementation of LC–MS/MS in the clinical laboratory has been slow, use in research laboratories has been expanding more rapidly. Advances in MS design have produced a boom in research not only in endocrinology but in other biological applications such as proteomics and metabolomics. In most academic institutions, there will be multiple MS platforms (the University of Birmingham currently has more than 60 instruments). Assay requirements are much the same as in the clinical laboratory, although more time can be allocated to method development and validation. Access to both GC/MS and LC–MS/MS platforms allows development of novel assays which translate to the clinic.

Conclusions

Laboratories with established LC–MS/MS services are in a fortunate position that remains an aspiration for many and we accept that this situation will continue for many years. MS is roughly at the same stage in its clinical development that IA was 30 years ago when labour intensive manual testing changed within several years to high throughput testing on large analyser platforms. Manufacturers are actively trying to develop mass spectrometers that are more user friendly to the high throughput clinical laboratory. In the meantime, many laboratories will still be reliant on IA for steroid analysis and the manufacturers must raise their game and improve the IA kits that they sell. Undoubtedly, the move to direct IA has hurt performance but improvements in antibody production and kit design are needed to improve assay specificity. We are constantly hearing how IA provides clinically valid results, provided various caveats are taken into account. These are expensive tests and perhaps we should not be so accepting of substandard performance. Some manufacturers are making valiant efforts to improve the quality of their kits but the problems have been known for years and one suspects that it is only since the introduction of LC–MS/MS that increased efforts are being belatedly made. Steps in the right direction are however being taken, and the manufacturers of IA kits are now using LC–MS/MS to calibrate their assays, which is a positive development and should be applauded. There is still scope to use IA assays in the clinical laboratory because clinicians will still ask for them (typically as this is what they are used to). If your steroid of interest is a high concentration, meaning your sample is high volume or unique, than a well validated AI method is completely reliable (for example, testosterone in men). If you want to look at lower level, low volume or structurally similar steroids then LC–MS/MS is the only platform that can offer accurate, reliable quantitation.

LC–MS/MS will continue to grow in popularity and the larger laboratories will make more use of multiplexed steroid panels to aid diagnosis and monitoring of different clinical conditions. We believe that MS is here to stay.
and because of its many advantages over IA will remain the method of choice for ensuring the quality of endocrine science.

**Immunoassays are still useful in the measurement of steroid hormones (Ilpo T Huhtaniemi)**

**Introduction**

*‘The best is the enemy of good’. – Voltaire*

Steroid hormones have been measured for nearly the last 50 years mainly using immunoassays (IAs) (41). For the first time, this offered the opportunity to measure the active hormone molecule directly in biological samples, instead of measuring indirectly their inactive metabolites in urine, e.g. 17-ketosteroids or 17-ketogenic steroids, with colorimetric methods. There were also cumbersome in vivo bioassays where the hormone was quantified on the basis of its functional response in experimental animals. Hence, IAs, enabling the measurement of hormones in a small volume of peripheral serum represented a real paradigm shift, inaugurating a new era in endocrine research and clinical practice. In hindsight, it is understandable that large proteins, such as insulin, growth hormone or gonadotropins, are immunogenic and evoke antibody generation upon immunization in experimental animals, e.g. the rabbit. It was more surprising that also smaller non-immunogenic molecules, such as steroids, could be immunogenic as haptens, when coupled to a macromolecule, such as albumin or thyroglobulin. In this way, it became possible to develop IAs also for steroid hormones (42). The small molecular size and cross reactivities between structurally similar steroid molecules posed a special challenge for the specificity of steroid IAs. The advent of monoclonal antibodies represented an improvement, but still the physical fact of structural similarity of steroid molecules remained a challenge. Moreover, the low affinity of steroid antibodies and the competitive (as opposed to immunometric) assay principle limited the sensitivity of steroid IAs.

In the early days of steroid RIAs, the lack of antibody specificity was compensated for by solvent extractions and chromatographic fractionation (e.g. Celite and Lipidex), and the sensitivity was improved by extraction and concentration. In the newer direct platform assays (using chemiluminescence, fluorescence or enzymatic colour reaction as detection method), these pre-purification steps have been eliminated, and are only partly compensated for by more specific antibodies. Technological advancements made it possible to develop simplified and rapid platform assays with high capacity and speed, which are widely available as commercialized automated applications at tolerable cost. Unfortunately, the various shortcuts taken in the methodology introduced to routine steroid assays exhibit such disadvantages as reduced sensitivity, hard-to-control matrix effects, interference with plasma steroid binding proteins and non-specific competition with the assay antibody. We are now in a situation where all commercial steroid kits do not have the desired specificity, sensitivity and traceability. The problematic interlaboratory variability of assay results is not specific for the IA principle but caused by poor assay calibration and standardisation.

An interesting episode in the IA/MS duel was the message published about a year ago by *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism* (8), where it was demanded that ‘Effective January 1, 2015, manuscripts reporting sex steroid assays as important endpoints must use MS-based assays including reporting or citing their methods with sufficient detail to allow them to be reproduced together with standard quality control, specificity and reproducibility metrics’. The decision of the journal apparently met with such strong objections that it was suspended in
a Letter of Concern a few months later subject to further scientific review (43). Following this U-turn the Endocrine Society established a ‘Sex Steroid Assay Reporting Task Force (SSATF)’, whose first report was recently published (44). They stipulated that ‘new instructions to authors on the reporting of steroid hormone assay measurements addresses important requirements for minimal analytical validity including standards of accuracy, precision, specificity, sensitivity, reproducibility and stability’. Importantly, the instructions do not mandate a specific hormone assay technique, but clearly state the criteria for a valid assay for clinical and non-clinical studies and give examples of where some widely available steroid hormone assays are not sufficient to meet these criteria. The words ‘immunoassay’ or ‘mass spectrometry’ were not mentioned in the report, implying that common sense had won, and that the authors now realised that it is the assay quality and not the specific method that is important. There are good and bad IAs, but the same also applies to MS, which is better called ‘comparator method’ than ‘gold standard’.

Advantages and disadvantages of IAs

Broadly speaking, IA and MS are complementary methods, because the advantages of one are the same as the limitations of the other. IA measurements can be conducted even in primitive laboratory conditions, and they do not need special skills of the personnel. Numerous commercial applications exist and the reagents are easily available. With automation, the assays are high throughput at reasonable price. If quality control measures are in place, the results are reliable, provided that the pitfalls and limitations of the assay are known. We also have to remember that although MS, in general, is more specific and has lower intra- and interassay variability than IA, it faces similar inter-laboratory variability issues as IA (45, 46).

The disadvantages of IAs include the potential lack of specificity, usually due to problems with the antiserum/antibody. Sensitivity may be another problem because of the low affinity of anti-steroid antibodies. The commercial reagents are usually proprietary and all necessary assay details are not available for the end user. Manufacturers may also change reagents without providing users with sufficient information about their impact on assay results. In the interest of speed and high throughput, the reagent manufacturers may take shortcuts that impinge on quality of the data. In general, however, the commercial IA reagents do measure reliably the analyte they have been developed for. Proper quality control and standardization in the user laboratory is important, as with all assay methods. Furthermore, it is important to know the limitations of the IAs, in particular their sensitivity and specificity and to use them only for the purposes where the latter problems do not apply.

Reliability of commercial platform IAs

The literature is full of studies comparing various steroid platform assays with the ‘gold standard’ of liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS). The former are often criticized for lack of sensitivity and specificity, which are inherent problems of the IA technique, due to matrix effects, cross-reactivities with structurally related compounds and interference with steroid binding proteins in the sample. These problems were formerly largely eliminated in the ‘indirect IAs’ by sample extraction, concentration and fractionation (chromatography). However, such additional steps are eliminated in more recent ‘direct IAs’ of commercial platform assays, in the interest of speed, simplicity and high throughput. Rather than the method per se, poor calibration and validation are similar problems in IA and MS (47). In principle, the performance of a good IA can be as good as that of a good MS. However, in real life, there are differences in the performance of steroid IAs and it is important to know when an IA is reliable and when MS offers a real practical advantage. In the following paragraphs, we will overview the performance characteristics and applicability of the commonest steroid IAs in clinical diagnostics. Admittedly, it is difficult to decipher consensus about the real performance of the different IAs from the existing literature. Conclusions may often be influenced by different types of author bias, including source of funding. The authors developing MS methods seem to underestimate – understandably – the performance of IAs, and many reports about novel developments in IA are from laboratories supported by reagent manufacturers.

Cortisol

Cortisol secretion is measured in clinical settings from serum, 24 h urine sample or mid-night saliva. Serum-based IAs are usually used, with variable modifications, validations and success, for urine and saliva. The direct assays, without extraction and pre-purification, often have insufficient specificity, leading to under- and overestimation of true concentration and may lead to clinically significant misclassifications. Other problems of the direct serum assays are the competition of plasma cortisol
binding proteins with the assay antibody, as well as interference with antisteroidogenic drugs. In particular, the general standard of urinary cortisol IAs is unsatisfactory with grossly overestimated urinary free cortisol concentrations due to cross reactivity of cortisol metabolites (48, 49). Some experienced clinicians consider the low specificity of urinary free cortisol assays an advantage, because in this way they better monitor the overall adrenal glucocorticoid production. However, opinions from laboratory scientists suggest that they should not be used for routine clinical diagnostics at all (50). The between-assay agreement of serum and salivary cortisol measurements with commercial reagent kits has been found unsatisfactory (51, 52), but there are also platform IAs that show excellent agreement with the reference MS method (53, 25). However, the majority of recent publications demonstrate major non-linearity between cortisol measurements by IA and MS and lack of accuracy of different IAs (48, 51, 52). Therefore, if possible, research and clinical diagnostics of cortisol secretion should move towards the MS based methodology (50). Until this is achievable, the clinician has to be familiar with the limitations of the cortisol IA at his/her disposal, in order to interpret the results correctly.

**Testosterone**

The poor quality of testosterone assays has been a long-time target of complaints (54). The accuracy and sensitivity of the IAs is not sufficient for samples from women and children. How much of this is due to poor assay quality and how much to insufficient standardization and validation is not completely clear. In any case, concerning testosterone IAs for male samples, several recent studies on large sample numbers have demonstrated that the new platform testosterone assays are fully adequate for measurement of this hormone in male samples at all concentrations. We carried out recently a large comparative study on testosterone measurements by a well-standardized IA and a comparator MS method in serum samples of over 3000 men (55). The salient conclusions from this study were that testosterone measurements by IA offer good accuracy at all concentrations found in eugonadal and hypogonadal men. Our findings do not support a mandatory requirement, on either analytical or clinical grounds, to switch from good-quality IAs to MS in the measurements of testosterone in male subjects. Importantly, we found out that our platform IA for testosterone had sensitivity and specificity also in the hypogonadal male range, though with somewhat lower, but still acceptable, accuracy than in the eugonadal range. Using MS as the comparator method, the sensitivity (% of true positives) and specificity (% of true negatives) of IA to detect testosterone concentrations determined by MS as <8 nmol/l were 76.9 and 98.3% respectively. These figures are probably underestimates because the comparator MS method is not free of variability either (45, 46). It has to be emphasized that the testosterone IA used was of good quality, having passed with acceptable accuracy a rigorous standardization procedure (http://www.cdc.gov/lab standards/hs.html). Not all IAs used in clinical testosterone measurements are likely to have the same high quality.

A very recent study comparing total testosterone assays in women concluded that the results obtained by IA and MS were comparable, but there was significant variability and poor precision also between various MS methods at low levels (46). Hence, switching from IA to MS is not a guaranteed solution to improve the quality of sex steroid measurements at low concentrations. With the current knowledge it seems prudent to conclude that a good-quality IA is able to detect reliably all testosterone concentrations of male samples, but they do not have sufficient sensitivity to detect the normal low levels in samples of females and children. However, pathological testosterone concentrations in women and children are typically higher than normal (e.g. in the common conditions of polycystic ovary syndrome and non-classical congenital adrenal hyperplasia, and rarer, more serious pathologies such as adrenal or ovarian tumours), and such levels may be detectable by IA. Testosterone measurements are an example where the applicability of IA depends critically on the clinical application.

**Oestradiol**

According to an Endocrine Society position statement (35), both modern IAs and LC–MS/MS-based methods are reasonably well suited for the measurement of serum oestradiol (E₂) in clinical diagnosis and follow-up of management of infertility as well as for the detection of oestrogen-secreting tumours, but the situation with measurement of E₂ in situations with expected low levels is problematic. In another recent review (32), although no distinction was made between IA and MS as long as they are well standardized, detection of low levels by IAs poses a challenge that is best answered by LC–MS/MS techniques. A good clinical assay has to be specific and should detect E₂ levels down to 5 pmol/l in children, men, postmenopausal women and women receiving aromatase inhibitors for breast cancer. Such sensitivity is not achieved even with the best platform IAs (47, 56), or even with most of the MS
methods (35). Numerous concerns about the current IA and MS methods have been reported over the years (35), concerning their limited sensitivity, specificity, variation of interference, inconsistent assay accuracy and precision at low concentrations. Male serum E2 levels are below the limit of sensitivity of direct IAs (57). Our own data on comparison of IA and MS results on >3000 male serum samples demonstrated poor correlation at low E2 levels ($r = 0.32$ at concentration $<40.8$ pmol/l) and acceptable at higher levels ($r = 0.74$ at $>40.8$ pmol/l) (55). Several ultrasensitive in-house E2 IAs or in vitro bioassays have been developed in research laboratories but they are labour-intensive and not generally available (58, 59).

In IVF settings, E2 levels are supraphysiological in response to ovarian stimulation, and IAs continue to be the method of choice because of their speed. In one study on sex steroid measurements of men upon examination of bone mineral density, it was confirmed that MS measurements provide more accurate measure of serum E2 than IA (60). Despite this, IA E2 results allowed clinically relevant conclusions to be made for the association between E2 levels and bone mineral density. Hence, although there is a consensus that MS measurements are a preferred method for E2 measurement in men (60), also IA can produce clinically meaningful data, especially when elevated levels are expected to confirm diagnosis, e.g. in oestrogen producing tumours and gynaecomastia. Altogether we can conclude that IA measurements perform well in premenopausal women (including the follow-up of IVF treatments), but do not have the necessary sensitivity and specificity in men, children and postmenopausal women, unless the expected concentration is elevated. Because even most of the current MS methods are not able to detect adequately low E2 levels, switching to MS does not offer a solution for the measurement of low levels. IA and MS have similar problems in assay specificity (47). One important future application of E2 measurements will be the assessment of osteoporosis risk in men, but for this none of the current IAs or MS assays are sensitive enough (61). Moreover, recent epidemiologic studies in men and women have demonstrated associations between low sex hormone concentrations (including E2) and the risk of cardiovascular disease in both sexes (62, 63, 64, 65), suggesting another indication where more reliable methods for E2 measurement would be needed.

**Vitamin D**

Testing for vitamin D is now in great demand because of the increased awareness of frequency of vitamin D deficiency and possible health benefits of vitamin D supplementation. Therefore there is pressure on clinical laboratories to provide results of large numbers of samples in a timely fashion. The available methods include manual IAs, automated platform IAs, HPLC with u.v. detection and LC–MS/MS. A number of assays from diagnostic companies are available for automated IA platforms. The most common and recommended way of measuring vitamin D is to assess combined 25-hydroxy-vitamin D3 (the endogenous molecule) and 25-hydroxy-vitamin D2 (the food-derived molecule) (66). High quality 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25-OHD) assay poses challenges because of the highly lipophilic nature of vitamin D, the presence of multiple cross-reacting vitamin D metabolites in the circulation, and the high affinity of vitamin D binding protein. The latter, in particular, results in variable underestimation of low levels and has caused an epidemic of misdiagnosed vitamin D deficiency, the frequency of which is assay dependent (67). There has been lots of development work in the field, with numerous automated assays being withdrawn from the market because of poor performance, and being replaced by newly improved ones. The field has now developed to such a state that recent authoritative reviews conclude that automated vitamin D assays, if validated (traceable) can be used for the diagnosis of vitamin D nutritional status in the general population at the clinically significant concentrations of 20–375 nmol/l (67, 68). Some of them even offer a sensitivity of 3–4 nmol/l, which should be sufficient to detect vitamin D deficiency. The current automated vitamin D assays appear in general to show acceptable correlation with reference LC–MS/MS methods (68, 69, 70, 71). Nevertheless, LC–MS/MS is considered by experts the best available technique to measure 25-OHD and there are strong recommendations to replace IAs whenever possible with the former (72). All in all, it seems that platform IAs for 25-OHD are marginally sufficient for clinical diagnostics of vitamin D deficiency, the main problem being their insufficient sensitivity to classify a patient reliably as vitamin D deficient. The clinicians can with some reservation rely on their results. However, the future trend of leading laboratories is to move to MS methods.

**Conclusions and future directions**

There is little doubt that MS measurements will be the future winner in the current steroid analysis race. However, it is unrealistic to think that all IAs could be
replaced overnight with MS, for various reasons as previously described. Until the MS methods attain better availability and become more attractive in price, speed, capacity and technical simplicity we have to give some practical advice to end-users of the IA data on their reliability in clinical diagnostics and research. First, it is important to know the limitations of the available IAs, whether they can provide reliable results throughout their whole measuring range. Also the most common sources of error have to be known, many of them at the pre-analytical level, e.g. interfering medications. Improvements in performance and standardization in platform IAs are feasible alternatives that are already being implemented by manufacturers. It is a major investment to abandon IA technology in favour of MS, and the reasons for this must be tangible and supported by evidence rather than conjecture.

It is important that IA kit manufacturers check their results against traceable MS assays and calibrators, and provide this information in their package inserts, which would provide credence for their methods. Realistic information should be given about the applicability and limitations of the assays in clinical diagnostics, the critical point being the sensitivity and situations where interference is expected (e.g. drugs).

The between laboratory comparison of results, even with the same method, is a perennial challenge for quality control, and the clinician should be aware of this.

Despite the ‘vogue’ of MS, we should not forget the fact that it also is a method subject to errors and does not automatically deserve the epithet ‘gold standard’. The choice and development of steroid hormone measurements must be assay quality-driven and not method-driven. IAs will remain in clinical diagnostics because in small laboratories MS is not cost effective. A good and well-validated IA is not inferior to MS. It seems prudent to conclude that the selection of an assay should be driven by the measurement performance dictated by the clinical need and not by assay technology. We just have to know the limitations of IAs and use the information wisely. MS methods represent a major technical advancement but do not provide a ‘patent solution’ to all problems in steroid analysis. The majority of experts in the field emphasize the importance of assay validation and quality control, which go beyond the importance of methodological aspects.
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